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CBRE Investment Management recognizes that
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
factors are fundamental to our business and to
driving long-term outperformance in the real
asset portfolios we manage. The Firm believes
that consideration of ESG factors in investment
decisions can enhance returns, mitigate risk
and preserve value for investors. For listed
real assets, we believe that companies with
purpose-led sustainability values embedded
throughout their business are well positioned to
generate superior long-term performance.
We regularly exert our influence as a leading global investment
manager through robust engagement and a disciplined proxy
voting process; we convey the principles we value and encourage
companies to apply best practices. Within this report, we review
our 2021 engagement across listed real assets, present case
studies and summarize proxy voting; we then look to the future of
ESG engagement for real assets that are essential to the globe’s
ESG endeavors.
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Essential ESG engagement in real assets
The listed real assets universe totals over $8 trillion in total market cap. Companies across listed real estate
and infrastructure perform vital functions: they enable economies and facilitate the movement of people,
goods, energy and data. ESG engagement in real assets is essential, not just because real assets present
unique risks and opportunities, but also because real assets can be amongst the most impactful to society
and its stakeholders. Collectively, industries in real assets are responsible for roughly half of all carbon
emissions. Real asset facilities cost billions to build and are in use for decades. Real asset companies are
exposed to environmental risks, both physical and transitional and they have a powerful effect on community
health, safety and wellbeing. From a governance perspective, complexity in real asset ownership can
often create opportunities for conflict and it can result in misalignment with stakeholders. Through ESG
engagement, CBRE Investment Management can not only address these concerns, but also encourage best
practices to influence outcomes that may be beneficial for all stakeholders.

2021 in review
The CBRE Investment Management Listed Real Assets team conducted over 300 ESG engagements with
companies in 2021. Engagements spanned the globe but concentrated on developed markets (in line with
the investible market). The Americas and Europe represented 72% of activity. From an ESG pillar perspective,
environmental topics—including climate, renewables and green buildings—dominated discussion at ~70%,
with governance and corporate disclosures second at 25%. CBRE engaged corporates largely on a oneto-one basis; engagements were both part of and separate from meetings that addressed fundamentals
such as earnings, balance sheets and cash flows; they were often led by the analyst directly responsible for
fundamental security coverage and supported by our Head of ESG.
In Figure 1, below, we highlight listed ESG engagement in real assets for 2021:

Figure 1: 2021 ESG engagement
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Source: CBRE Investment Management.
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With real assets such as
infrastructure and real estate
representing roughly half of today’s
global carbon emissions, CBRE
believes its active engagement
is essential to supporting
environmental stewardship.
CBRE Investment Management
is a signatory to The Investor
Agenda’s Global Investor Statement
to Governments on Climate
Change which has called on world
governments to achieve the Paris
Agreement’s goals, accelerate
private sector investment into a
low carbon transition and commit
to improving climate-related
financial reporting. One of our
top engagement priorities is
encouraging companies to disclose
GHG emissions reduction targets
and to understand their strategies
for achieving those targets. In
2021, our engagement gravitated
toward companies with significant
environmental footprints.
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Figure 2: Engagement by sector
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Source: CBRE Investment Management.
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In our recurring engagements, our analysts and team members attempt to encourage best practices and
understand a company’s ESG risks and opportunities. We present a blueprint in Figure 3; the below is not-all
encompassing or company specific, but rather a guide to our engagement.

Figure 3: ESG engagement practices
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Source: CBRE Investment Management.
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We integrate our company ESG engagement efforts with our integrated company ESG assessments. Our
assessments inform our proprietary ESG scores, which can influence our estimate on an equity’s intrinsic
value, and influence our security selection. Our ESG assessments further inform our proxy voting.

Figure 4: Engagement, assessment and voting process
On-going company engagement
Actively engage companies to understand managements ESG strategy and
risk factors; convey the responsible practices which are important to us and
influence companies to apply best practices
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in scoring and in quality control of data
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Source: CBRE Investment Management.

ESG in action
Regulated utility engagement: An opportunity to enhance corporate disclosures and third-party
assessments
Company A is a fully rate regulated electric and gas utility operating in the midwestern United States. We have
found the company to be a leader in terms of its commitment to ESG matters. Unfortunately, third party data
providers have not always reflected this reality in their assessments and our engagements with the company
have helped raise awareness of this issue. The result has been an improvement in accuracy of third-party
assessments and a win-win for CBRE and the company.
Despite an attractive investment profile and significant emission reductions goals, some third parties faulted
the company for a lack of rapid alignment with the Paris Accords. As part of its iterative engagement and
ahead of the implementation of sustainable finance disclosure regulation in Europe, CBRE reached out to the
company to better understand and improve upon its disclosures and third-party assessments.
CBRE shared the view of the Transition Pathway Initiative (“TPI”), which is a third-party group representing
over $40 trillion in assets. The organization faulted the company for a failure to achieve net zero in a timely
manner. This seemed at odds with the company’s own long-term plans and CBRE’s underwriting. CBRE
reviewed impending European financial disclosure regulation with management, as well as contributing factors
leading to the TPI assessment. CBRE also shared that the company scored poorly on a selection of social
factors from another third-party and reviewed the accuracy of that underlying report to better inform CBRE’s
proprietary ESG scores.
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CBRE reviewed the company’s interactions with ESG ratings firms and its discussions with climate-action
groups. CBRE suggested the implementation of a comprehensive integrated ESG data package to provide
transparent and readily accessible data. Management agreed that third-party agency assessments can
be prone to errors and stale analysis, which can lead to investor confusion and potential exclusion of the
company from certain strategies. Over the course of 2021, Company A updated data with the TPI and
improved its ESG disclosures; this has led to plans that are verified in accordance with the goals of the Paris
Accords; improved disclosures have further contributed to an improvement in the company’s overall ESG
scores from third-parties.
Communications infrastructure engagement: A call for shareholders and for per share metrics
Company B is a large public cell tower company, with a long-term portfolio of over 100,000 sites across several
markets. The company scores very highly on ESG factors based on both our internal assessments as well as
third-party vendors, but during 2021 CBRE became concerned with some of the compensation policies sought
as part of a proxy filing. We engaged with the company, noting our specific areas of concern while advocating
for best practices, which the company then raised to its board.
Contrary to a few third-party data aggregators, CBRE views Company B as significantly aligned with ESG from
a compensation perspective. Compensation is reliant upon quantifiable goals including carbon reduction,
workplace diversity, employee engagement and an analysis of gender pay caps; it also has attractive clawback provisions.
Specific to our engagement, in 2021, the company issued a proxy to obtain shareholder approval for a large
share issuance. Concurrently, the company wished to make an adjustment to management compensation
formulas, which could allow asymmetrically positive payouts. Those formulas also judged management on total
growth metrics (cell sites, cash flow) rather than on per share metrics. CBRE believes per share metrics better
incentivize shareholder accretion. CBRE’s view on per share compensation was elevated to the company’s
board level and we continue to monitor future disclosures to evaluate changing practices.
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Logistics REIT engagement: Iterative, comprehensive assessment
Company C is an owner of warehouse and distribution facilities in the Unites States. As a real estate leader in
logistics, the company is well positioned with secular growth provided by e-commerce and the need to store
inventory close to demand centers.
CBRE has repeatedly engaged with the company to understand progress on sustainability, as well as its
views and interactions with ratings agencies. In real estate, the company has a large exposure to Green
LEED certified net operating income, where cash flow is derived from assets explicitly certified to consider
sustainability. Whereas several companies have neglected LEED investment in the past, certification is now a
basic expectation of tenants and stakeholders. Management has invested $1.5 billion in certification since 2019
and currently has a goal of 100% of new projects pursing LEED. Apart from considering sustainability through
LEED, Company C also has aggressive carbon reduction plans; they aim for carbon neutrality in operations by
2025 and full alignment with the Paris Climate Accords by 2040. This company matches a desired ESG profile
for CBRE: it boasts not only long-term targets for sustainability, but also interim targets by which CBRE can
better gauge progress.
Throughout 2021, CBRE further engaged management to understand views of third-party agencies and review
its practices for disclosure to the market. In the past, CBRE has shared its views with third-party organizations
such as GRESB and CBRE regularly solicits company feedback to consider areas for improvement. Company
C has consistently earned top recognition from GRESB; it is currently ranked four stars and listed as a Sector
Leader in the GRESB development benchmark, which measures an entity’s efforts to address ESG during
building remodeling and construction.

Our proxy voting update
CBRE IM Listed Real assets treats proxy voting as a fundamental responsibility that can work to affect positive
management behavior change over time. CBRE typically votes in accordance with specified guidelines
developed by the Head of the ESG and the senior portfolio management team. Guidelines are reviewed and
updated annually; they reflect preferences for a governance structure that is responsive to stakeholders and
supportive of responsible investment goals. Specific governance risks that CBRE has focused on are included
in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Areas of governance focus
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Source: CBRE Investment Management.
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CBRE will often avoid investing with companies whose management teams exhibit poor governance practices;
as a result, management teams within CBRE portfolios do not often create significant conflict from a proxy
voting perspective. In 2021, 98% of CBRE’s votes aligned with CBRE internal guidelines and resulted in a
5% disagreement with management. Disagreements centered on the appointment of specific directors and
certain executive remuneration packages. We present our 2021 proxy voting in Figure 6.

Figure 6: 2021 proxy voting review
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The future of ESG engagement
CBRE Investment Management has been a signatory to the UN Principles for Responsible Investment and
GRESB since 2009 and our company is one of the founding members of the Institutional Investors Group
on Climate Change. Over time, our efforts to support ESG action have only grown; today, CBRE Group ranks
11th on the Barrons list of the most sustainable U.S. companies. The real assets in which CBRE Investment
Management specializes are essential to meeting global sustainable and ESG goals. Real assets across
infrastructure and real estate will likely lead over 60% of energy transition capex over the next several
decades; they currently impact and will continue to impact millions of stakeholders and our societies. CBRE
Listed Real Assets will continue to engage with and influence companies who own global real assets, as we
look toward a more sustainable future.

Figure 7: Leading ESG action in real assets

Source: CBRE Investment Management.
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About CBRE Investment Management
CBRE Investment Management is a leading global real assets investment management firm with $141.9 billion
in assets under management* as of December 31, 2021, operating in more than 30 offices and 20 countries
around the world. Through its investor-operator culture, the firm seeks to deliver sustainable investment
solutions across real assets categories, geographies, risk profiles and execution formats so that its clients,
people and communities thrive.
CBRE Investment Management is an independently operated affiliate of CBRE Group, Inc. (NYSE:CBRE),
the world’s largest commercial real estate services and investment firm (based on 2021 revenue). CBRE has
more than 105,000 employees (excluding Turner & Townsend employees) serving clients in more than 100
countries. CBRE Investment Management harnesses CBRE’s data and market insights, investment sourcing
and other resources for the benefit of its clients. For more information, please visit www.cbreim.com.

If you would like to discuss the contents of this paper with our real asset team, or would like more
information about investing in real assets, please contact:
Brian Kinsella
Vice President | Marketing & Client Service
C: +1 610 995 8934
E: brian.kinsella@cbreim.com

Jon Treitel, CFA, CAIA
Portfolio Strategist
T: +1 917 837 5525
E: jon.treitel@cbreim.com

*Assets under management (AUM) refers to the assets under management, fair market value of real assets-related investments with respect to which CBRE
Investment Management provides, on a global basis, oversight, investment management services and other advice and which generally consist of investments
in real assets; equity in funds and joint ventures; securities portfolios; operating companies and real assets-related loans. This AUM is intended principally to
reflect the extent of CBRE Investment Management’s presence in the global real assets market, and its calculation of AUM may differ from the calculations of
other asset managers and from its calculation of regulatory assets under management for purposes of certain regulatory filings.
The information in this document is confidential and meant for use only by the intended recipient. This material is intended for informational purposes only,
does not constitute investment advice, or a recommendation, or an offer or solicitation, and is not the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security,
property or other Instrument, or for CBRE Investment Management to enter into or arrange any type of transaction. This information is the sole property
of CBRE Investment Management and its affiliates. Acceptance and/or use of any of the information contained in this document indicates the recipient’s
agreement not to disclose any of the information contained herein.
Certain economic and market information contained herein has been obtained from published sources prepared by third parties and in certain cases has not
been updated through the date hereof. Neither CBRE Investment Management, any fund or program or its general partner, nor their respective affiliates nor
any of their respective employees or agents assume any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information.
CBRE Investment Management has not made any representation or warranty, express or implied, with respect to the fairness, correctness, accuracy,
reasonableness or completeness of any of the information contained herein (including but not limited to information obtained from third parties), and they
expressly disclaim any responsibility or liability therefore. CBRE Investment Management does not have any responsibility to update or correct any of the
information provided in this presentation.

